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About This Game

Experience the world through the eyes, ears and chubby little hands of a baby! Crawl your way through a zany retro sandbox
experience, filled with fantasy and fun! Find lots of cool mini-games, and use your imagination to bring your toys to life!
Unlock achievements, solve puzzles, and hunt for hidden objects in a world of giant furniture, cute stuffed animals and

awesome toys!
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Home alone in a giant house, full of fun and marvelous things! What’s a baby to do? Crawl around to play with all the cool toys,
or just make a mess! Surely, the bigger mess you make, the more attention you will get later!

Tear apart your sister’s diary for paper wads to throw, steal your brother’s squirt gun, or find out what happens when you put a
sandwich in the VCR! You can crawl your way into all kinds of mayhem, and let your imagination run wild! Watch your sister’s
toy rocket ship blast off to Mars, and see your brother’s action figures come to life and battle each other! Cool interactive toys
like the squirt guns and suction cup tipped arrows can be used to shoot things around the house or play a variety of different

mini games.

Step into the diapers of a baby for a fun and innocent little adventure for the whole
family! Everyone will go gaga for Baby Hands!

Crawl across the floor like a little baby!

Grab and throw all sorts of items around! Perhaps those car keys should be in the toilet?

Let your imagination run wild as toys come to life!

Solve various puzzles

Unlock a slew of repeatable mini-games!

Find hidden easter eggs and funny gags all over the house!
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Be the baby!
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What an amazing series. I was really happy with it and the ending is really nice; sometimes I feel a lack of closure or unhappy
with how things with the characters work out in a game like this. Not the case with the ending here. Just go ahead and get the
whole set.. This game sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 When I first saw it on youtube, I thought I would love this game.
After I bought it, I immediately regretted it. This game sucks complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I absolutely hate this
game because (1) the control and interface is way too complicated for no reason, (2) controlling your army has never been more
irritating, (3) the "campaign" is nothing more than a map of Korea with cards that symbolize your army floating on top of
provinces, (4) the units are unresponsive, (5) the multiplayer doesn't even work, (6) it sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
and (7) the units are so standard, they have nothing unique about them. If you are interested in buying
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game, I'd recommend buying Men of War: Assualt Squad instead. In fact, any game is
better than this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. I don't understand people can like this game. It has so many bugs
and glitches that it ruins the gameplay. DON'T BUY. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.. Caves of Rage. It's not a bad game or
anything like that, but... Super Hexagon is quite a better experience than this.. Absolutely recommended!. Less of a
metroidvania & more of a platformer. Nub's Adventure, was a pretty fun experience. While it was mostly a laid back, casual
platformer, there were a couple moments that were frustratingly challenging.

This is definitely worth a look. $7.00 might be a bit steep though.
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absolutely horrible.. Really like this route, great use of VLP (very low poly) stock to populate the yards. Player locos are very
good and a nice detailed manual.. This is definitely an epoch-making VR game, which is the Arizona sunshine of the Three
Kingdoms edition.
I like it very much, I hope you do not give up!. this game is bad. nice simulation human :)
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